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To elucidate the mechanisms that regulate neuronal placement and integration in the cerebellar circuitry, we assessed the fate of Purkinje cells
transplanted to embryonic, juvenile and adult hosts, asking how architectural changes of the developing cortex influence their anatomical
incorporation. Donor Purkinje cells navigate through the host parenchyma either along their natural migratory pathway or following unusual
routes. In the latter case, donor neurons fail to orientate correctly and to establish the cortico-nuclear projection. Purkinje cells that follow the
physiological route achieve the typical orientation and connectivity, but end displaced in the molecular layer if their arrival in the recipient cortex
is delayed. Navigation routes and final settling of donor neurons vary with host age, depending on the ontogenetic construction of cortical
layering, and particularly on the maturation of granule cells. The migratory behavior and homing of transplanted Purkinje cells is modified after
external granular layer ablation, or neutralization of reelin signaling produced by granule cells. Therefore, although the cerebellar milieu remains
receptive for Purkinje cells even after the end of development, correct placement of donor neurons depends on the timing of their migration,
related to cerebellar developmental dynamics and granule cell layering.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Neuronal differentiation; Neuronal migration; Granule cell; Purkinje cell; Neural progenitors; Reelin; Neural transplantation; Cell replacementIntroduction
During CNS development, environmental signals and posi-
tional cues interact with intrinsic properties of progenitor
cells to regulate their specification and acquisition of mature
neuronal phenotypes, in terms of morphology and functional
integration in neural circuits. Cell transplantation represents the
most appropriate approach to dissect the relative contribution of⁎ Corresponding author. Rita Levi-Montalcini Center for Brain Repair, Dept.
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doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2008.02.005extrinsic signaling and cell-autonomous mechanisms in these
processes. By applying this method, several studies demon-
strated that neural progenitors are able to settle and differentiate
according to the host environment in different regions of the
immature CNS, but this ability is gradually lost as development
advances (Das and Altman, 1971; McConnell, 1985, 1988;
Nikkah et al., 1995; Brüstle et al., 1995; Campbell et al., 1995;
Lim et al., 1997; Wichterle et al., 2001). In the adult, donor cells
integrate in a morphologically correct manner in active
neurogenic sites (Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994; Gage, 2000;
Emsley et al., 2005) or under particular conditions that may
recapitulate ontogenetic processes (Macklis, 1993; Magavi
et al., 2000; MacLaren et al., 2006). Although these studies
provided important information on the responsiveness of donor
cells to the recipient milieu, much less attention has been paid
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influence the acquisition of a phenotype. Here, we applied a
heterochronic transplantation approach to ask how architectural
changes of the developing CNS influence neuronal placement
and integration.
The cerebellum is particularly suitable to address these
issues because it comprises a limited number of neuronal
phenotypes, embedded in precisely patterned circuits and
characterized by highly distinctive morphological and neuro-
chemical features (Ramón y Cajal, 1911; Palay and Chan-Palay,
1974). In addition, the essential dynamics of cerebellar
development are well-known (Altman and Bayer, 1997; Sotelo,
2004). Among cerebellar neurons, Purkinje cells, with their
long-distance projections and highly stereotypic alignment and
orientation in the cortical architecture, provide an ideal model
to investigate the role of environmental mechanisms involved
in cell positioning.
Purkinje cells transplanted to the adult cerebellum incorpo-
rate in the cortical network, but fail to establish cortico-nuclear
connections (Sotelo and Alvarado-Mallart, 1987a,b, 1991;
Triarhou, 1996, 1997; Rossi et al., 1992, 1994; Carletti and
Rossi, 2005). In contrast, when grafted to embryonic hosts
these neurons achieve full integration and connectivity (Carletti
et al., 2002). To elucidate the developmental mechanisms
underlying the placement of Purkinje cells into the cerebellar
cortex, we compared the fate of embryonic Purkinje cells
grafted to recipient cerebella at embryonic, postnatal and adult
stages of maturation. Namely, we asked how the architectural
changes that occur during the development of the cerebellar
cortex influence the migratory routes followed by the donor
cells towards their final destination, and their ability to settle
into the host network. We show that Purkinje neurons migrate
through the cerebellar parenchyma either along natural
migratory pathways or following unusual routes. Nevertheless,
their navigation and final settling vary with host age, de-
pending on the structural evolution of the cerebellar environ-
ment, associated with the development of mature cortical
layering.
Materials and methods
Animals and surgical procedures
All experiments were performed on Wistar rats or FVB mice (Harlan, San
Pietro al Natisone, Italy). Donor cells for transplantation were obtained from
transgenic mice or rats overexpressing the enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) under the control of the β-actin promoter (a generous gift from Dr. M.
Okabe, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan; Okabe et al., 1997; Ito et al., 2001).
L7-GFP BAC transgenic mice (Gensat Project, Rockefeller University, NY), in
which the reporter gene is selectively expressed by Purkinje cells, were used
for the reelin experiments. All surgical procedures were carried out under deep
general anesthesia obtained by intraperitoneal administration of ketamine
(100 mg/kg; Ketavet; Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) supplemented by xylazine
(5 mg/kg; Rompun; Bayer) or diazepam (2.5 mg/kg; Roche, Mannheim,
Germany). The experimental plan was designed according to the European
Communities Council Directive of 1986 (86/609/EEC), National Institutes of
Health guidelines, and the Italian law for care and use of experimental animals
(DL116/92), and was approved by the Italian Ministry of Health. Some of the
transplants examined in this study have been also used for another work (Leto
et al., 2006).Donor cell generation
Donor cells were isolated from embryonic cerebellar primordium of β-actin-
EGFP mice (embryonic day 12, E12) and rats (E14) as described previously
(Jankovski et al., 1996; Carletti et al., 2002). Embryos were removed by
caesarean section from deeply anaesthetized timed-pregnant females, rapidly
decapitated, and dissected in saline solution with 0.6% glucose (dissection
medium). The cerebellar anlage was separated from the embryonic CNS and
mechanically dissociated to a single-cell suspension, which was centrifuged and
resuspended at a final concentration of 5×104 cells/μl. An aliquot was
immediately examined under the microscope to assess cell viability and EGFP
expression.
Transplantation in utero
The surgical manipulation of rat embryos in utero was performed according
to a previously described approach (Cattaneo et al., 1994; Carletti et al., 2002,
2004). Briefly, timed-pregnant E16 rats were deeply anaesthetized, and the
uterine horns were exposed. The embryonic CNS was identified under
transillumination, and 2 μl of the cell suspension were gently injected into the
fourth ventricle by means of a glass capillary inserted through the uterine wall.
The embryos were placed back into the abdomen for spontaneous delivery. Live-
born recipient rats were killed at different postnatal ages (P1, N=5; P7, N=2;
P10, N=2; P30, N=4). In an additional set of cross-species transplantation
experiments, E14 rat cells were grafted to E14 mouse hosts (N=3) and E12
mouse cells were grafted to E16 rat hosts (N=6). All these animals were
examined at P30.
Transplantation to postnatal hosts
P1 or P8 pups were cryoanesthetized in melting ice, whereas adult (P30) rats
were deeply anaesthetized as above. The posterior surface of the cerebellum was
exposed by removing small fragments of the occipital bone, and 2 μl of the cell
suspension were injected into the parenchyma using a glass micropipette. The
wound was sutured, and the animal was returned to its cage. The recipient
animals for P30 (N=5) and P8 (N=12) grafts were sacrificed 1 month post-
transplantation. In P1 grafts, hosts were killed either 7 days (N=7), 10 days
(N=5) or 1 month (N=9) after grafting.
Transplantation in external granular layer (EGL)-depleted hosts
Transient ablation of the EGL was induced by means of Methylazox-
ymethanol acetate (MAM), according to a previously established protocol
(Bravin et al., 1995; Zagrebelsky and Rossi, 1999). Single MAM injections
(20 mg/kg in saline, National Cancer Institute, Midwest Research Institute,
Kansas City, MO) were made into postnatal rat pups (N=7) at P4 and P5, control
animals (N=6) receiving vehicle alone. Small tissue blocks dissected from E14
cerebella of β-actin-EGFP rats were gently placed on the cerebellar surface of
P8 pups. These grafts were positioned on the recipient cerebellar surface, with
no damage to the host tissue (Rossi et al., 1992, 1994), in order to test effect of
EGL on the migratory behavior of donor Purkinje and granule cells.
Organotypic cultures and reelin interference experiments
FVB mice at P9 were processed and parasagittal slices made as above (see
Donor cell generation). The slices were placed on millicell inserts (Millipore,
Bedford, MA) and maintained in previously described cell culture conditions
(Zagrebelsky et al., 1998). At the same time, small pieces of E12 cerebellar
tissue were dissected from L7-GFP BAC transgenic mice (Gensat Project,
Rockefeller University, NY), and juxtaposed to the EGL of the P9 slice. After 2–
3 days in vitro the intrinsic fluorescence of embryonic Purkinje cells became
detectable. At this time to assess the role played by the reelin pathway in the
inhibitory action of granule cell layer against Purkinje cell migration, the
medium was supplemented with either the Src family inhibitor PP2 (4-amino-5-
(4-chlorophenyl)-7-(t-butyl)pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidine; 20 μM/1:500, Calbio-
chem, Jossin et al., 2003), the function-blocking antibody against reelin CR50
(1:200, prepared as in Nakajima et al., 1997), or the corresponding control
Fig. 1. (A–C) Purkinje cell integration after transplantation into the cerebellum
of hosts at various ages. (A) Schematic representation of the migratory routes
followed by transplanted cells to reach the host cortex. Donor cells moved either
along the outward route (highlighted in yellow) from the deep cerebellar
parenchyma towards the cortex or along the inward route (highlighted in blue)
through the pial surface and across the ML. (B) The different modes of Purkinje
cell engraftment resulting from each migration route are highlighted in different
shades of the corresponding colors. (I) Fully integrated Purkinje cell with correct
cell position and orientation in the cortical texture. (II) Displaced Purkinje cell,
as the previous one but with the cell body displaced into the ML. (III) IGL/white
matter Purkinje cell, cell body trapped by the developing IGL but still exhibiting
the correct orientation. If close enough, the dendritic tree will attempt to branch
into the ML. (IV) Pial Purkinje cell with the cell body trapped on the external
surface of the recipient cortex. The dendritic tree penetrates into the ML. (V)
Purkinje cell with the cell body in the ML but with inverted orientation. Note
that only those cells following the outward route of migration are correctly
orientated and are able to form cortico-nuclear projections. (C) The percentage
of each Purkinje cell phenotype found in the different transplants. While the
presence of correctly positioned cells predominates in E16 and P1 hosts, the
degree of engraftment drops drastically in P8 and adult (Ad) hosts, replaced
instead by cells with inverted orientation, which enter the cortex through the
inward route.
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Immunoresearch, Newmarket, UK), or just untreated medium. Slices were fixed
with 4% paraformaldehyde for 4 h before being washed in PBS. The tissue was
labeled (see below) with anti GFP/FITC to enhance the intrinsic fluorescence of
the Purkinje cells, then with 4′, 6 diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Fluka,
Buchs, Switzerland) to reveal the cellular architecture of the slices. Using the
DAPI staining as a guide, the border between the embryonic-derived L7-GFP
tissue and the cerebellar slice was drawn and measured using the neurolucida
software, and the number of GFP-positive cells crossing the border from the
embryonic tissue into the postnatal slice counted. The results of this analysis
were expressed as the number of migrated Purkinje cells per 100 μm of border
(Fig. 7H).
Histological procedures
Under deep general anesthesia, recipient animals were transcardially
perfused with 500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.12 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.2–7.4. The brains were immediately dissected, stored overnight in the
same fixative at 4 °C, and finally transferred in 30% sucrose in 0.12 M
phosphate buffer until they sank. The brains were cut with a cryostat in 30-μm-
thick parasagittal or frontal slices collected in PBS. The sections were
immediately examined under the microscope, and immunohistochemically
processed to detect the expression of different antigens: calbindin (1:1500,
monoclonal or polyclonal; Swant, Bellinzona, Switzerland); parvalbumin
(1:1500, monoclonal; Swant); neuronal-specific nuclear protein (NeuN, 1:500,
monoclonal; Chemicon, Temecula, CA); very low density lipoprotein receptor
(VLDLR(A6A); 1:100, Santa Cruz), reelin (164–496) (1:1500, Calbiochem),
zebrin II (1:200, monoclonal, a generous gift of Dr Richard Hawkes, Brochu et
al., 1990). In some cases we used anti-GFP antibodies (1:700, polyclonal or
monoclonal; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to enhance the intrinsic fluorescence of
transplanted cells.
Incubation with primary antibodies was made overnight at room temperature
in PBS with 1.5% normal serum and 0.25% Triton X-100. The sections were
then exposed for 1 h at room temperature to secondary biotinylated antibodies
followed by a solution of streptavidin Texas Red conjugate (1:200; Invitrogen)
or fluoresceinated second antibody (1:200; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA). In some cases, we also used DAPI (Fluka) or propidium iodide (Sigma) to
counterstain cell nuclei. The stained sections were mounted on microscope
slides with Tris–glycerol supplemented with 10% Mowiol (Calbiochem, La
Jolla, CA) to reduce fading of fluorescence.
Data analysis
The histological preparations were examined by means of a Zeiss
(Oberkochen, Germany) Axiophot light microscope, equipped with a Nikon
(Melville, NY) DS-5 M digital camera. The material was also examined with an
Olympus Fluoview 300 confocal microscope (Olympus Optical, Hamburg,
Germany). Digital images were processed with Adobe Photoshop 6.0 (Adobe
Systems, San Jose, CA) to adjust contrast and assemble the final plates.
Quantitative morphometric evaluations were made using the Neurolucida
software (MicroBrightField, Colchester, VT) connected to an E-800 Nikon
microscope via a color CCD camera.
Transplanted cells in the host tissue were recognized by the strong intrinsic
fluorescence, and could be found either scattered through the recipient tissue, or
clustered with other donor cells, the latter being only present in P8 or adult
recipients. Donor Purkinje neurons were identified on the basis of distinctive
morphological features as well as expression of type-specific markers. Only
distinguishable individual cells embedded in the recipient tissue were
considered as engrafted elements.
Anatomical placement of donor Purkinje cells was considered successful
when they matched the main physiological characteristics of the cell phenotype
(category I in Figs. 1B, C): 1) the cell body resting in the Purkinje cell
monolayer; 2) the typical polarity and orientation with a spiny dendritic tree
heading vertically into the molecular layer (ML), and a descending axon running
through the internal granular layer (IGL) towards the folial white matter.
Purkinje cells that did not match these criteria were classified in four additional
categories (II–V in Figs. 1B, C). Namely: II) Purkinje cells with correct
orientation and cell body displaced in the ML; III) Purkinje cells located in thewhite matter/internal granular layer (IGL); IV) Purkinje cells positioned on the
cerebellar surface with dendrites extending into the ML; V) Purkinje cells
located in the ML with reversed orientation of their polarity. Several thousands
of donor Purkinje cells that had completed their maturation (at least 1 month
post-transplantation) were sampled from different cases and assigned to one of
these categories (see Results).
In the case of Purkinje cells with correct orientation and cell body displaced
in the ML, cells were sampled at random and alignment to the recipient
monolayer was measured as the distance from the Purkinje cell axon initial
segment to the cortical surface, relative to the same measurement of the nearest
host Purkinje cell (Figs. 3N and 5D). In the cross-species transplant experiment,
51 cells from rat to rat, rat to mouse, and mouse to rat grafts were sampled from
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were sampled from 9 and 11 cases, respectively.
To evaluate the number of Purkinje cells migrating into the host ML in
MAM-treated and control animals (N=4 for both groups), the length of the
graft–host interface was measured by means of Neurolucida (several tens
mm/animal) and the number of EGFP-positive Purkinje cell bodies in the
adjacent host ML was counted (Fig. 6J). Finally, the relationship between
donor Purkinje cells and calbindin-immunopositive subsets at P1 or Zebrin II-
defined cortical modules at P30 was assessed by sampling donor cells from
several different cases (see results) and comparing their neurochemical
phenotype with that of neighboring host Purkinje cells.
Statistical analysis
Given the variable amounts of donor cells that engrafted in different cases,
results obtained from different grafts belonging to the same experimental set
were pooled together. The data are expressed as means, with the standard error
of measurements (S.E.M.). Statistical significance was assessed by a one way
analysis of variance ANOVA with Tukey's or Dunnett's multiple comparison
post-test to analyze if differences between data sets were significant. An
unpaired Student's t-test was used where only two groups were analyzed. In all
instances, Pb 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.Results
Integration of transplanted Purkinje cells is defective in adult
recipients, but occurs in the embryonic cerebellum
Transplanted cells that migrate to the cerebellar cortex may
follow two major routes. Namely, they can enter either through
the cortical surface (inward path, shaded blue, Fig. 1A) or
moving across the central white matter (outward path, shaded
yellow, Fig. 1A). Previous studies have demonstrated that
embryonic Purkinje cells grafted to the adult cerebellum invade
the recipient cortex along the inward route (Sotelo and
Alvarado-Mallart, 1991; Triarhou, 1997; Grimaldi et al.,
2005). These neurons acquire mature morphological traits, but
show an inverted polarity with upside-down dendritic trees and
fail to send their axons across the host IGL. In line with this
conclusion, out of 2737 Purkinje cells from 5 transplants to
adult rats killed 30 days post-grafting (Fig. 1C), 91.7%
displayed these features and were positioned at different levels
of the ML (83.4%; type V) or on the cortical surface (8.4%, type
IV). The remaining 8.3% of the cells (type III) were initially
placed deep into the cerebellar parenchyma and moved towards
the cortex along the outward path (Keep et al., 1992; Triarhou et
al., 1992). These cells were able to innervate the deep nuclei,
but remained trapped in the white matter at the edge of the IGL.
These observations show that in spite of the remarkable
abilities of embryonic Purkinje cells for navigating into the
adult cerebellar environment, their incorporation in the recipient
tissue is defective in terms of position, orientation or establish-
ment of long-distance connections. Nevertheless, correct
integration is feasible when the same neurons are implanted
to embryonic cerebella in utero (Carletti et al., 2002). Hence, in
order to elucidate the cellular interactions that determine the
homing of donor Purkinje cells, transplantation experiments in
juvenile recipients of different ages (E16, P1, P8) were
conducted to see what changes in the developing cerebellar
environment may affect the engraftment processes.Purkinje cells transplanted to the embryonic cerebellum in
utero are integrated into the host developmental machinery
Purkinje cells transplanted to embryonic cerebella developed
according to the characteristic morphological stages described
for their maturation in situ (Ramón y Cajal, 1911; Altman and
Bayer, 1997; Figs. 2A–D), and strictly followed the times and
modes of local Purkinje cell development: donor neurons were
always intermingled with their host counterparts and consis-
tently displayed the same stage-specific morphological features
(Figs. 2A–C). At P30, fully mature Purkinje cells appeared
properly incorporated in the cerebellar cortex, with extensive
monoplanar dendritic trees and cell bodies aligned to the host
monolayer (Figs. 2D, J, K). These neurons acquired the typical
polarity and orientation, and send their axons along the folial
white matter (Fig. 2D) to terminate in the deep nuclei (Fig. 2E).
Quantitative evaluation of donor cell engraftment (Fig. 1C; 176
Purkinje cells from 4 cases killed at P30) revealed that 96% of
the cells were properly positioned and oriented (type I), whereas
3.4% were correctly oriented, but had the cell body displaced in
the ML (type II). The remaining 0.6% of donor neurons were
ectopically located in the folial white matter (type III). There
were no Purkinje cells with abnormal orientation (types IV and
V). Indeed, at any survival time we never found evidence for
donor Purkinje cells entering the cortex via the pial surface,
indicating that engraftment in the embryonic cortex exclusively
occurs along the physiological outward path. Therefore,
Purkinje cells following this migratory route acquire the normal
polarity, whereas those moving along the inward path (as in
adult hosts) exhibit an inverted orientation.
A salient feature of cerebellar development is the typical
arrangement of neurochemically heterogeneous Purkinje cell
subsets (Wassef et al., 1985, 1992; Sotelo, 2004), which
eventually define parasagittally-oriented cortical modules in the
adult (Hawkes and Gravel, 1991). During late embryonic and
early postnatal development, discrete clusters of phenotypically
distinct Purkinje cells can be visualized by the differential
expression of calbindin (Wassef et al., 1992), whereas cortical
modules in the adult can be highlighted by anti-zebrin II
immunocytochemistry (Brochu et al., 1990; Hawkes and
Gravel, 1991). Therefore, to assess whether Purkinje cells
transplanted to embryonic cerebella are also incorporated into
the corresponding host subpopulation, we examined the
distribution of donor neurons with respect of calbindin-defined
clusters at P1 and Zebrin II-compartments at P30.
In the P1 cerebellum, the majority of host Purkinje cells were
stained by anti-calbindin antibodies, but discrete clusters,
symmetrically arranged in the two hemicerebella, could be
clearly distinguished for their different levels of expression
(Wassef et al., 1985, 1992). Donor Purkinje cells were either
gathered in small groups (Figs. 2F, G) or scattered as single
isolated elements (Figs. 2H, I). Purkinje cell groups, made of 5–
10 cells sharing similar levels of calbindin immunolabelling,
were correctly positioned within the several-cell thick Purkinje
cell plate, but often showed a different staining intensity than
their host neighbors (Figs. 2F, G). Since clustered donor cells
could influence each others phenotype, we examined the
Fig. 2. (A–N) Purkinje cells transplanted to E16 Rat cerebella in utero develop according to the recipient neurogenic mechanism. (A) In hosts killed at P1 donor
Purkinje cells, characterized by a few slender processes, are already integrated in the several cell-thick Purkinje cell plate (pcp). (B) A few days later (P7) the typical
stellate morphology with disoriented dendrons (Ramón y Cajal, 1911) can be appreciated. (C) Later on (P10), Purkinje cells acquire the final polarity and extend
dendrites into the nascent ML together with their host counterparts. In panel D is the mature Purkinje cell phenotype. Donor neurons have the cell bodies aligned in the
recipient monolayer, extensive monoplanar dendritic trees and axons running along the folial white matter towards the deep nuclei (arrowhead). (E) Terminal branches
of Purkinje axons impinge upon deep nuclei neurons (asterisks). Panels F and G show two small clusters of donor Purkinje cells (arrowheads) in the Purkinje cell plate
(pcp) of a recipient cerebellum examined at P1; both clusters are composed of neurons with a similar level of calbindin expression (red staining), which is different
from that of neighboring host Purkinje cells. Two individual Purkinje cells from another case of the same age are displayed in panels H and I. Both these donor neurons
correctly engrafted in the appropriate calbindin-positive (arrow) or calbindin-negative (arrowhead) host subsets. In adult cerebella, transplanted Purkinje cells align to
zebrin-II bands (J), although some EGFP-positive neurons misplaced within the wrong compartment are also present (K, L). Panels M and N illustrate the quantitative
analysis of Purkinje cell alignment to calbindin subsets (at P1) or zebrin II-compartments (at P30), respectively. P, donor Purkinje cell; C, calbindin; Z, zebrin II. P+C/Z+
calbindin/zebrin-positive donor cells engrafted in calbindin/zebrin-positive compartments; P−C/Z− calbindin/zebrin-negative donor cells engrafted in calbindin/
zebrin-negative compartments; P−C/Z+ calbindin/zebrin-negative donor cells engrafted in calbindin/zebrin-positive compartments; P+C/Z- calbindin/zebrin-positive
donor cells engrafted in calbindin/zebrin-negative compartments. In all micrographs, green: EGFP; red: calbindin (A–I) or zebrin II (J–L). egl, external granular layer;
ml, molecular layer; pcp, Purkinje cell plate; wm, prospective white matter. Scale bars: 20 μm in panels A–C, E; 25 μm in panels J–L; 50 μm in panels H, I; 100 μm in
panels D, F, G.
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directly exposed to the host environment (Figs. 2H, I). Out of 70
Purkinje cells from 3 different cases (Fig. 2M), 74.1% were
aligned to corresponding calbindin-immunopositive (67%) or
immunonegative (7.1%) Purkinje cell clusters, whereas 25.9%
of donor neurons were located into non-matching clusters.
At P30, the vast majority of donor Purkinje cells were
scattered throughout the cortex (Figs. 2D, J–L). Out of 199
neurons from 4 cases (Fig. 2N), 85.3% engrafted in matching
zebrin II-positive (60%) or -negative (25.3%) compartments
(Fig. 2J). Also in this case, however, 14.7% of the cells were
mixed with host neurons of the other phenotype (Figs. 2K, L).
Hence, while virtually all Purkinje cells grafted to embryonic
cerebella attain a correct position at the single cell level,
incorporation into anatomo-functional cortical compartments is
also frequent, but less precise.
Fate of embryonic Purkinje cells grafted to P1 cerebella
Embryonic Purkinje cells grafted to P1 cerebella were
examined at different survival periods after-transplantation to
establish their migratory routes towards the recipient cortex. At
7 days, donor Purkinje cells could be unequivocally identified
by calbindin expression, though the level of immunoreactivity
was still much lower than in their host counterparts (Figs. 3A–
E). Transplanted Purkinje cells displayed immature morpholo-
gical features, consistent with ongoing migratory activity, and
were present as small clusters or individual elements scattered
in the white matter (Figs. 3A–C), as well as in the nascent
cortical layers (Figs. 3D, E). In contrast, Purkinje cells on the
cortical surface were extremely rare and none were ever
detected in the EGL.
At 10 days, donor Purkinje cells were still present throughout
the recipient cerebellum, but now the majority of them were
located in the cortex and displayed the typical bipolar shape
(axon and main dendritic trunk budding from opposite sides of
the perikaryon) and correct orientation with respect of cortical
layering (Figs. 3F–H). Their dendritic trees abutted the edge of
the EGL together with their host counterparts, but appeared
tufted and less developed (Figs. 3F–H). In addition, in many
instances the cell bodies were located in the ML above the
perikarya of recipient Purkinje cells (Figs. 3F, H). When visible,
the axons of these cells always projected to the folial white
matter (Fig. 3H). Similar features were observed 1 month post-
transplantation, after the completion of developmental pro-
cesses (Figs. 3I, J). Donor Purkinje cells acquired a fully mature
morphology and send their axons to the deep nuclei, thus
contributing to the cortico-nuclear circuitry. Nonetheless, a
significant proportion of such neurons had the cell body dis-
placed in the ML (Fig. 3I). As a measure of the level of cortical
engraftment (Fig. 1C), out of 1158 Purkinje cells from 9 trans-
plants, 51% were correctly positioned (type I), 44.5% had
correct orientation but the perikaryon displaced in the ML, 4.1%
were trapped in the white matter (type II), and 0.4% were in the
ML with inverted polarity (type V).
To further define the route followed by donor cells to reach
their final destination in the recipient cortex we evaluated therelative amount of donor Purkinje cells located in different
positions of the recipient cerebellum at increasing times post-
transplantation. As shown in Figs. 4A–C, the fraction of
Purkinje cells positioned in the Purkinje cell/molecular layer
progressively increased, whereas they became less frequent in
the IGL or in the white matter. During the same period, no donor
Purkinje cells were present in the EGL. Although selective
death of Purkinje cells misplaced in the depth of the host
cerebellum may partly contribute to the observed time course, it
is nonetheless clear that the vast majority of embryonic Purkinje
cells transplanted to P1 hosts reach their final destination
through the outward pathway, confirming that migration along
this route is associated with correct positioning and orientation
in the cortex.
Fate of embryonic Purkinje cells grafted to P8 cerebella
While in E16 or P1 hosts virtually all donor cells were
scattered through the recipient tissue, part of the cells grafted to
P8 hosts gathered into small or medium-sized aggregates
accommodated in the lobule fissures or in the deep white
matter. Nonetheless, numerous individual donor cells were
present in the recipient tissue (Figs. 3K–M). Among Purkinje
cells that followed the outward route a certain amount were able
to settle in the ML with correct orientation but “displaced”
position (type II, 30% on a sample of 782 cells from 11
transplants, Figs. 1C, 3K), whereas Purkinje cells aligned to the
recipient monolayer were extremely rare. In addition, ectopic
neurons were present at the white matter/IGL border (Fig. 1C,
type III, 10.3%). Some of these cells send their primary
dendrite across the IGL and broke into a poorly developed
dendritic tree in the ML (Fig. 3L). Displaced cells in the ML, as
well as those in the white matter, sent their axons towards the
deep cerebellar nuclei (Figs. 3K, L).
Penetration of donor Purkinje cells into the ML along the
inward path was not frequent (Fig. 1C, type V, 5.1%). Even in
the vicinity of aggregates directly abutting the pial surface,
most Purkinje cells had the perikaryon lying on the cortical
surface and the dendrites radiating into the ML (Figs. 1C, 3M;
type IV 54.5%). On the whole, the level of integration was far
lower than in P1 recipients (Fig. 1C). In addition, the high
frequency of grafted Purkinje cells that remained on the
cortical surface or at the white matter–IGL border indicates
that many donor neurons failed to enter the cortex because they
were prevented by a physico-chemical barrier provided by the
EGL or the IGL. Therefore, the time-window for correct
Purkinje cell placement in the cerebellar cortex is already over
at P8.
Synchronicity with host development is critical for donor
Purkinje cell positioning in the recipient cortex
A most peculiar observation in P1 and P8 hosts was the
presence of Purkinje cells with correct polarity and orientation,
dendrites extended up to the cortical surface, but the perikaryon
displaced in the ML (Figs. 3F, H, I, K). A possible mechanism
to explain this arrangement implies that Purkinje cell navigation
Fig. 3. (A–N) Engraftment of Purkinje cells transplanted to postnatal hosts. Seven days after transplantation to P1 cerebella, donor Purkinje cells can be recognized by
faint calbindin immunoreactivity. These cells, which show the morphological features of immature migrating neurons, can be found in the white matter (arrowheads in
panels A and B; panel C displays the calbindin immunolabelling of the cell in panel B), as well as in the cortical layers: arrowheads in panels D and E point to donor
Purkinje cells approaching the host Purkinje cell layer or entering the molecular layer respectively (the inset in panel E shows the calbindin immunolabelling of the
relevant Purkinje cell). Arrowheads in panel F illustrate several transplanted Purkinje cells 10 days after grafting. Note that the dendrites of donor neurons align
together with host ones at the edge of the EGL, whereas their cell bodies are slightly displaced in the ML. Some transplanted Purkinje cells achieve the correct position
in the host monolayer (G), note the immature appearance of the EGFP-positive cell compared to neighboring host neurons. Panel H illustrates another displaced cell,
whose axon (arrowhead) is directed towards the IGL. When the same recipients are killed after the end of development (I), displaced Purkinje cells display extensive
dendritic trees and send their axons (arrow) towards the white matter (arrowheads point to recurrent collateral branches; dashed line indicates the Purkinje cell layer).
The capability of Purkinje cells to establish cortico-nuclear connection in P1 hosts is further highlighted by the composite picture (J), where arrowheads point of donor
Purkinje axons running along the white matter towards the deep nuclei. (K–M) Show typical modes of engraftment in P8 recipients: a displaced Purkinje cell (K;
note the correct orientation and the axon – arrowhead – directed towards the granular layer); a Purkinje cell trapped in the IGL (L; arrowhead indicates the axon
running to the white matter); a Purkinje cell whose perikaryon remained on the cortical surface and the dendrites developed into the host ML (M). (N) Shows the
different degree of donor Purkinje cell displacement between P1 and P8 hosts. Each point represents the position of a transplanted Purkinje cell relative to the depth of
the recipient ML (0 corresponds to the Purkinje cell layer). Statistical significance assessed using an unpaired t-test; Pb0.001. Green: EGFP, red: calbindin. egl,
external granular layer; ml, molecular layer; igl, internal granular layer. Scale bars: 10 μm in panels A–C; 25 μm in panels L, M; 30 μm in panels D, E; 50 μm in panels
F–I, K; 300 μm in panel J.
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Fig. 4. (A–C) Transplanted Purkinje cells in P1 hosts follow the outward
migration pathway from the deep cerebellar tissue up to the cortex. The graphs
show the relative amount of transplanted EGFP/calbindin double positive
Purkinje cells at each position in the cerebellum. (A) Seven days post graft
(DPG), a majority of Purkinje cells has reached their final position in the cortex,
but a significant proportion is still present in the deep cerebellar parenchyma. At
10 (B) and 30 DPG (C), the amount of cells in the deeper regions of the
cerebellum decreases proportionally to the increase of Purkinje cells in the
cortex, thus indicating the initial position and migrational direction. No Purkinje
neurons are present within the EGL, so precluding the notion that these cells are
migrating along the inward route. Bars represent the percentage of cells counted
from multiple transplants sacrificed at the different time points. 7 DPG: 191 cells
from 7 cases; 10 DPG: 567 cells from 5 cases; 30 DPG: 1158 cells from 9 cases.
PCs: EGFP/calbindin double positive Purkinje cells. EGL: external granule cell
layer. ML: Molecular layer and the Purkinje cell layer. FWM: Folial white
matter and the internal granule cell layer. DWM: Deep white matter and deep
cerebellar nuclei.
Fig. 5. (A–D) Engraftment of donor Purkinje cells after cross-species
transplantation in utero. Transplants of rat Purkinje cells into rat hosts (A), or
mouse cells into rat hosts (B) result in correctly positioned neurons, aligned to
the recipient monolayer. In contrast, rat Purkinje cells grafted to embryonic
mouse cerebella often become displaced in the ML (C). Panel D illustrates the
position of donor Purkinje cell bodies in the three conditions. Each point
represents the position of a transplanted Purkinje cell relative to the depth of the
recipient ML (0 corresponds to the Purkinje cell layer). Statistical significance
assessed using an ANOVA one way analysis of variance with Tukey's multiple
comparison post-test. Differences between grafts of rat cells into mouse hosts are
statistically significant compared to the other grafts; Pb0.001. Green: EGFP;
red: parvalbumin in panel A, zebrin II in panel B, calbindin in panel C. Scale
bars: 25 μm in panel A, 50 μm in panels B, C.
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EGL. According to this view, embryonic Purkinje cells grafted
to the postnatal cerebellum are still able to use this route, but
arrive at destination after the onset of ML outgrowth. As a
consequence, late incoming cells continue their migration past
the host Purkinje cell layer and eventually settle in the ML. This
model assumes that the final position of donor Purkinje cells is
determined by two concurrent factors: 1) the time of their arrival
in the cortex, and 2) a stop signal provided by the EGL. To test
this hypothesis we first compared the position of displaced
Purkinje cells in P1 and P8 hosts. If the final position of the cell
body depends on the extension of the ML at the time when the
donor cell arrives in the cortex, then displacement should be
more severe in P8 than in P1 hosts. Fig. 3N shows that this is the
case. In addition, the same conclusion is supported by the
observation that Purkinje cells correctly positioned in the
host monolayer are numerous in P1 but extremely rare in P8
cerebella (type I, Fig. 1C).To further define the role of synchronicity between donor
cell and host environment in dictating the mode of Purkinje
cell integration, we took advantage of species differences in
the timing of mouse and rat cerebellar development. The
former species matures some 36–48 h sooner than the latter
and, therefore, embryonic rat cells grafted to the embryonic
mouse cerebellum are actually exposed to a slightly hete-
rochronic (more mature) milieu. On the contrary, mouse
Purkinje cells placed into the rat cerebellar anlage should be
able to catch up with the developmental rhythm imposed by
the host.
When mouse E12 progenitors were transplanted into E16 rat
cerebellum, the resulting Purkinje cells incorporated perfectly
into the recipient cortex with the correct morphology and
positioning (Figs. 5B, D), similar to what occurs in rat-to-rat
transplantation (see above; Figs. 5A, D). On the contrary, when
rat E14 progenitors were transplanted into E14 mouse
cerebellum, many of the resulting Purkinje cells have the
cell bodies displaced in the ML (Figs. 5C, D). Together, these
observations are consistent with the idea that timing of
Purkinje cell migration is crucial to determine their final
placement. If their migratory behavior is arrested by the EGL,
the alignment to the host monolayer can be only achieved
within a restricted time-window before the formation of
the ML.
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Purkinje cells
To demonstrate the role of the EGL in arresting Purkinje cell
migration, we took advantage of the fact that this layer also
provides an impassable physico-chemical barrier for donor
neurons approaching the cortex through the pial surface. Hence,
we transplanted embryonic cerebellar tissue to P8 hosts after
MAM-induced ablation of the EGL. According to a previously
established protocol (Bravin et al., 1995; Zagrebelsky and
Rossi, 1999), application of this antimitotic agent at P4–P5
induces a massive degeneration of proliferating granule cell
precursors (Figs. 6A–D). A few of these progenitors survive
and the EGL is restored within several days, thus preventing any
severe disruption of the cortical layering. This approach allowed
us to obtain a time-window (around P8) in which the EGL was
almost completely removed from the cerebellar cortex. In these
animals (and in vehicle-treated controls), we placed solid grafts
of embryonic cerebellum on the cortical surface, with no
mechanical disruption of the host tissue. Previous studies using
the same transplantation procedure have shown that embryonic
donor neurons are able to readily penetrate the meninges
covering the surface of the recipient cerebellum (Rossi et al.,
1994), leaving the EGL as the only non-disrupted/functional
layer at the graft–host tissue interface. Although this approachFig. 6. (A–J) Ablation of EGL allows Purkinje cell migration across the cortical su
sections from P8 control rats (A, B) or rats treated with MAM (C, D). A prominent E
this layer is reduced to a single cell row with numerous gaps. Panel E shows a large s
granule cells (arrowheads) migrate into the host parenchyma, whereas no donor Purk
cells in the recipient IGL (arrowheads) or ML (arrow). Purkinje cells (pointed by arrow
ML. In contrast, in MAM-treated cerebella (H, I) numerous Purkinje cells (arrowhea
significant differences of Purkinje cell penetration into the ML after MAM treatme
migrated into the ML per 100 μm of graft/host interface. Statistical significance ass
panels A–D, calbindin in panels E, G, H, parvalbumin in panels F, I. egl, external gran
panel F; 200 μm in panels A, B, E.is somewhat different from the cell suspension grafts used in the
other parts of this study, it does provide a reliable assay to
quantitatively compare the ability of Purkinje cells (as well as
other donor types) to move into the recipient cortex in the
presence or in the absence of the EGL.
Several weeks later, control cases were characterized by
extensive graft–host interfaces with numerous migrating
granule cells (Williams et al., 2008), whereas very few Purkinje
neurons as well as other EGFP-positive cells penetrated in the
recipient cortex (Figs. 6E, F). As described above for cell
suspension grafts to P8 rats, many Purkinje cells with somata
positioned on the cortical surface send dendritic branches into
the underlying host ML (Fig. 6G). In contrast, in MAM-
treated cerebella numerous Purkinje cells were found in the
host parenchyma (Figs. 6H, I). In these animals, donor
Purkinje cells in the recipient ML were 9.5/100 mm (S.E.M.
=1.46, N=4) of graft–host interface whereas in control rats there
were only 1.13/100 mm (S.E.M.=0.42, N=4) (Fig. 6J). There-
fore, transient ablation of the EGL favored penetration of
donor Purkinje cells into the host cerebellar cortex.
The migration of donor Purkinje cells is regulated by reelin
To investigate the molecular interactions that influence the
migratory behavior of transplanted Purkinje cells we focusedrface of P8 cerebella. Panels A–D shows propidium iodide stained cerebellar
GL outlines the cortical surface in unmanipulated animals; in the treated animals
olid graft accommodated on the surface of a control rat: note that EGFP-positive
inje cells can be seen. The higher magnification picture F displays donor granule
heads in panel G) lie on the cortical surface and send their dendrites into the host
ds) penetrate into the recipient cortex and settle in the ML. Graph (J) shows the
nt. Data from single cases are expressed as the number of Purkinje cells (PCs)
essed using an unpaired t-test; Pb0.01. Green: EGFP, red: propidium iodide in
ular layer, ml molecular layer. Scale bars: 50 μm in panels C, D, G–I; 100 μm in
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drives navigation and positioning of maturing Purkinje cells
in situ (Miyata et al., 1996, 1997). Therefore, we first
examined the expression of reelin and of other components of
the related signaling pathway in P1 host cerebella and in
transplanted embryonic Purkinje cells 7–10 days post-
grafting, when donor neurons are settling in host cortex. As
shown in Figs. 7A, B, in line with previous studies on reelinFig. 7. (A–K) Reelin regulates the migratory behavior of transplanted Purkinje cells
(cortical layers are outlined by DAPI nuclear staining); the distribution of reelin in th
immunolabelling alone is displayed (dashed lines delineate the borders of the cortical
recipient cortex can be also appreciated in panel B. Panel C shows double labeling f
cells that are settling in the host ML express this receptor (the pattern of VLDLR imm
G) display survey views of the region where postnatal (P9) and embryonic (E12) e
architecture of the postnatal slice is highlighted by DAPI staining (blue), whereas Pur
rare Purkinje cells manage to move into the postnatal slice, whereas in both PP2- (F
boundary. The histogram (H) reports the results of the quantitative evaluation expre
100 μm of embryonic/postnatal interface. Each dot represent the value obtained from i
CR50 (red), anti-human IgG (H.IgG, pink), PP2 (blue), DMSO (turquoise), untreated
the PC migration in a control (I) and experimental (K) condition, with PC migration
EGL at the time of perfusion in either case. (I–K) Neurolucida reconstructions of three
or CR50 (K): the orange line marks the border between the embryonic (E12, pale bl
embryonic Purkinje cells that moved into the postnatal slice. Statistical significance a
comparison post-test. Differences between the experimental cases (CR50- and PP2-t
significant; Pb0.01. No statistically significant difference was seen between the cont
panels C, D; blue: DAPI. egl, external granular layer; ml, molecular layer; igl, interna
E–G; 500 μm in panels L–N.expression in the postnatal cerebellar cortex (Miyata et al.,
1996), reelin immunoreactivity was evident in the EGL, being
stronger in the innermost part of this layer. In addition,
punctuate immunostaining was also present in the IGL.
EGFP-positive Purkinje cells were located in the molecular
layer with processes extending up to the inner border of the
EGL (Figs. 7A, B), which was highlighted by the high cellular
density (see DAPI staining in Fig. 7A) and stronger reelin. Panel A shows transplanted Purkinje cells (green) that settled in the host ML
e cerebellar cortex is shown in red and it is highlighted in panel A1, where reelin
layers). The position of donor Purkinje cells relative to reelin distribution in the
or EGFP (green) and the reelin receptor VLDLR (red): note that donor Purkinje
munoreactvitity alone is shown in panel D). The low magnification pictures (E–
xplants are juxtaposed (the border is pointed by the orange dashed line). The
kinje cells are visualized by EGFP expression (green). In untreated explants (E),
) or CR50-treated slices (G) numerous green cells are able to migrate across the
ssed as the number of Purkinje cells (PCs) migrated into the postnatal slice per
ndividual cultures maintained in the different experimental or control conditions:
(green). The higher magnification images in panes I and K shows a close up of
blocked or uninhibited, respectively. Panels I1 and K1 highlight the undisrupted
representative examples of untreated cultures (I), or cultures treated with PP2 (J)
ue shading) and postnatal (P9, dark blue shading) explant. Green dots represent
ssessed using an ANOVA one way analysis of variance with Dunnets's multiple
reated) and their respective control cases and the untreated cases are statistically
rol and untreated cases. Green: EGFP; red: reelin in panels A, A1, B, VLDLR in
l granular layer. Scale bars: 50 μm in panels A–D, I, I1, K, K1; 100 μm in panels
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stained by antibodies against the very low density lipoprotein
receptor (VLDLR; Figs. 7C, D), which is known to bind and
transduce reelin signaling in different CNS sites (D'Arcangelo
et al., 1999; Hiesberger et al., 1999), and is expressed by
maturing Purkinje cells in situ (Perez-Garcia et al., 2004).
Thus, different components of the reelin signaling pathway are
expressed in the host cerebellum and in the transplanted
Purkinje cells, and hence may influence the behavior and fate
of the donor neurons.
To ask whether reelin could regulate the migration of donor
Purkinje cells, we examined the ability of embryonic Purkinje
cells to cross the EGL and penetrate into the postnatal cerebellar
cortex following blockade of reelin signaling. Because of the
technical difficulty of carrying out such an experiment in vivo,
we designed an in vitro assay. Small blocks of embryonic
cerebellar tissue from L7-GFP transgenic mice, in which only
Purkinje cells are fluorescent, were cultured juxtaposed to the
cortical surface of P9 mouse organotypic cerebellar slices (Figs.
7E, N). The co-cultures were maintained in vitro for 7 days in
the presence of either neutralizing anti-reelin antibodies CR50
(Miyata et al., 1996, 1997) or the src kinase inhibitor PP2
(Hanke et al., 1996). CR50 antibodies have been shown to
interfere with Purkinje cell migration in comparable experi-
mental conditions (Miyata et al., 1997), whereas application of
PP2 to embryonic neocortical explants induces a reeler-like
phenotype by blocking phosphorylation of Disabled-1 (Jossin et
al., 2003).
In control cultures the majority of green fluorescent Purkinje
cells remained within the embryonic explant and failed to
penetrate into the adjacent postnatal tissue, bordered by a
prominent EGL (Figs. 7E, I, I1, L). In contrast, in both PP2-
(Figs. 7F, K, K1, M) and CR50-treated cultures (Figs. 7G, N)
numerous Purkinje cells had invaded the cortical lobules of the
postnatal slice. As shown in Figs. 7I–K, a prominent EGL still
bordered the edge of the postnatal slice at the time of fixation. In
control conditions (Figs. 7I, I1) embryonic Purkinje cells
remained adjacent to this border, whereas in the treated-cultures
(Figs. 7K, K1) Purkinje cells could be seen migrating across the
EGL. These qualitative observations were confirmed by
quantitative estimations (Fig. 7H): in untreated cultures the
number of Purkinje cells that migrated into the postnatal slice
was 1.5/100 mm (S.E.M.=0.37, N=10) of embryonic–
postnatal explant interface. This value increased to 10.2/
100 mm (S.E.M.=1.7, N=10) in CR50-treated cultures and to
7.6/100 mm (S.E.M.=1.37, N=11) in PP2-treated cultures.
Relevant control cultures treated with anti-human IgG (CR50)
and DMSO (PP2) yielded 1.6 Purkinje cells/100 mm (S.E.M.
=0.34, N=10) and 1.4 Purkinje cells/100 mm (S.E.M.=0.18,
N=10). Experimental values were all significantly different
from the respective controls (One way ANOVAwith Dunnett's
multiple comparisons, all Pb0.01; no significant differences
were found between control and untreated groups). Therefore,
interference with reelin signaling favored the movement of
embryonic Purkinje cells across the EGL, suggesting that this
molecule may be among the cues issued by granule cells to
arrest the migration of donor Purkinje cells.Discussion
To investigate the developmental mechanisms underlying
neuronal integration in the cerebellar network, we examined the
fate of Purkinje cells grafted to hosts of different ages. Our main
goal was to assess how changes in the architecture of the
recipient tissue during the regular developmental process can
influence the migration and placement of the donor neurons.
Transplanted Purkinje cells show remarkable abilities for
navigating towards the recipient cortex along physiological or
unusual routes. Nevertheless, their final positioning and
orientation are strongly dependent on local constraints related
to the structure of the recipient cerebellum at the time of
transplantation. Correct Purkinje cell homing occurs in juvenile
hosts, but is progressively less efficient as development
advances. This phenomenon is not due to the lack of adequate
guidance cues or signaling mechanisms in the mature cerebellar
milieu, but rather to architectural changes associated with the
construction of the adult cortical layering.
Purkinje cells grafted to adult cerebella differentiate
according to a cell-autonomous ontogenetic program (Sotelo
and Alvarado-Mallart, 1987a,b, 1991), and reactivate devel-
opmentally-regulated mechanisms in the recipient tissue to
facilitate their penetration and interaction with neighboring
cells (Sotelo et al., 1994; Grimaldi et al., 2005). The
transplanted neurons develop typical mature traits and attain a
good degree of integration in the recipient cortex, but fail to
achieve the correct orientation and long distance connectivity
with deep nuclei (Sotelo and Alvarado-Mallart, 1991; Triarhou,
1996). When transplanted to embryonic cerebella, Purkinje
cells mature according to local schedules, and pass through the
different developmental stages together with their host counter-
parts. Thus, Purkinje cells grafted to embryonic hosts become
fully entrained in the host neurogenic mechanism, and this
allows them to achieve the correct placement, orientation and
connectivity.
Most Purkinje cells grafted to the cerebellum in utero also
settle within the appropriate cortical compartment, although a
significant fraction is misplaced. A mismatch between the
distribution of donor neurons and the pattern of Zebrin positive/
negative bands in the host cortex has been also reported after
transplants to adult rats (Rouse and Sotelo, 1990). The subset
identity of Purkinje cells is determined at early ontogenetic
stages and is scarcely influenced by extrinsic factors (Larouche
and Hawkes, 2006). Therefore, it is unlikely that donor neurons
change their neurochemical phenotype after transplantation.
Nonetheless, misplaced Purkinje cells stably engraft into the
host cortex, suggesting that settling into the proper cortical
compartment is not mandatory for survival and efficient
anatomical incorporation.
During embryonic development, Purkinje cells migrate from
the ventricular neuroepithelium to the cortex (the outward
route), where they form the several cell-thick Purkinje cell plate
that turns into the final monolayer soon after birth (Altman and
Bayer, 1997; Sotelo, 2004; Carletti and Rossi, 2008). This
migratory route is still viable at P1 and, to some extent, at P8. In
postnatal hosts, however, increasing numbers of donor Purkinje
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the ML. Navigation and positioning of Purkinje cells are
thought to be guided by reelin, released by EGL cells (Miyata
et al., 1996, 1997). Nevertheless, while in reeler mice 95% of
Purkinje cells are ectopic (Heckroth et al., 1989), only a minor
fraction fails to reach the cortex in math-1 knockout mice, which
have no EGL, indicating that migration towards the Purkinje cell
plate can be sustained by other sources of reelin (Jensen et al.,
2002; Magdaleno et al., 2002) or alternative mechanisms
(Magdaleno et al., 2002; Croci et al., 2006). Formation of the
monolayer has been attributed to mechanical constraints related
to the IGL outgrowth and the concomitant stacking of parallel
fibres (Altman and Winfree, 1977). However, analysis of math-
1-null chimeras indicates that Purkinje cells fail to align in the
cortical regions where granule cell layers are disrupted (Jensen et
al., 2004). Therefore, EGL signaling (likely mediated by reelin
plus other factors; Magdaleno et al., 2002, Gliem et al., 2006)
appears to be crucial to terminate Purkinje cell migration and
induce the monolayer arrangement.
In the light of these considerations, our findings indicate that
guidance mechanisms, including reelin signaling, are still active
long after the period of normal Purkinje cell migration.
However, the timing of arrival to the cortex is critical to align
the transplanted neurons to the recipient monolayer. Because of
the progressive expansion of the nascent ML, late arriving
Purkinje cells migrate past their host counterparts before they
encounter the stop signals issued by the EGL. This conclusion is
supported by the observation that: 1) Purkinje cell displacement
is more severe in P8 than in P1 hosts; 2) rat Purkinje cells
exposed to the faster maturing mouse environment end with the
perikaryon in the ML. Therefore, our results add synchronicity
as a fundamental factor for the correct positioning of Purkinje
cells.
The role of the EGL as a physico-chemical barrier is
demonstrated by the observation that ablation of granule cell
precursors favors the penetration of donor Purkinje cells into the
host ML. The inhibitory action exerted by the IGL is evident at
P8, when penetration through the outward route becomes more
and more difficult, and donor cells moving along the white
matter are arrested at the edge of this layer. Indeed, the relatively
low number of Purkinje cells that settled in the ML of P8 hosts
is likely due to the concomitant presence of both IGL and EGL.
In the adult, after the disappearance of the latter layer, the ML is
again accessible, but only through the pial surface, and Purkinje
cells that enter the cortex from this side are arrested when they
come in contact with the outer border of the IGL (Sotelo and
Alvarado-Mallart, 1987a,b). These observations suggest that
both granular layers exert a similar influence on the navigation
of transplanted Purkinje cells. The underlying molecular
mechanisms remain partly unclear, but our in vitro experiments
point to reelin as a likely mediator of this effect. Indeed, in
addition to the EGL, reelin expression also builds up in the IGL
during postnatal development (Miyata et al., 1996) and persists
in adulthood (Pesold et al., 1998). Together, these observations
indicate that the settling of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex
is regulated by molecular signals issued by granule cells.
Because of the complex dynamics of granule cell development,the spatial distribution of this signaling undergoes profound
changes during postnatal development, thus conditioning the
effective placement of Purkinje cells grafted to hosts of different
ages.
Irrespective of the path followed, Purkinje cells that settle in
the ML establish specific connections with local partners
(Sotelo and Alvarado-Mallart, 1991; Triarhou, 1996; Grimaldi
et al., 2005). The migratory route, however, is crucial to
determine the polarity of the neuron and its long-distance
connectivity. Penetration through the outward route is required
to achieve correct orientation and to establish cortico-nuclear
projections. We show here that this route is viable up to the first
postnatal week. At older ages, when the IGL is settled, Purkinje
cells are forced to penetrate through the pial surface and,
therefore, have abnormal orientation and fail to innervate the
deep nuclei. As a consequence, re-opening of the outward path
by neutralizing stop signals issued by the IGL is a required
condition to obtain efficient cell placement with full anatomical
integration in the mature cerebellum.
Our experiments demonstrate that transplanted Purkinje cells
have strong capabilities for navigating through the cerebellar
tissue even when physiological routes are no longer viable.
Therefore, failure of integration cannot be attributed to
inadequate properties of donor cells or to the lack of supportive
molecules in the recipient milieu. Rather, the degree of
engraftment is dependent on specific constraints imposed by
the architecture of the cerebellar cortex, its ontogenetic
dynamics, and molecular expression patterns (Gliem et al.,
2006). In addition to their significance in understanding how
developmental changes in layer organization can regulate the
placement of neurons within a cortical network, these observa-
tions are relevant to design cell replacement approaches to
repair CNS damage in specific point-to-point systems (Rossi
and Cattaneo, 2002). The ability of grafted Purkinje cells to
navigate and settle in adult hosts provides a proof-of-principle
that the mature cerebellar milieu can be receptive to cell
replacement. Nevertheless, in order to achieve a proper rewiring
of disrupted circuits, the endogenous properties of the recipient
environment have to be further manipulated by targeting
specific mechanisms, such as the inhibitory influence exerted
by granule cells on Purkinje cell navigation.
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